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specific directory? A:
You can use the text

range operator to go to
the specific line in an
automated way. The

expression below finds
the line number where
the prompt line starts
and the expression on

the right side moves the
cursor there: line -

findstr /N
"^[%*%1%*#]|>" To

actually jump to the first
line to start with, use:
goto $line To jump to
the final line to finish,

use: goto $line To jump
to any line, use: goto

$line Now you can use
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the rest of the
expression to edit the
first 10 characters on

that line. that a certain
amount of money ($25
to be precise) is stolen
from someone and the
police arrest the perp

right away. The perp will
have three choices: Cut
a deal with the cops: the
perp finds out how much
is "missing" Take a plea

bargain which will, in
any event, result in a

conviction: the perp gets
a set sentence (he won't
be out in less time than

it takes to read this
sentence), without
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having to admit guilt
Tell the police "well, the

guy stole the money,
but I didn't do it!" Guess
who gets more of a pass

in this scenario? The
thief/perp whose offense

was non-violent, he'll
get a lighter sentence (3

months) than the one
who took a plea and
stole $25 (6 months).

Though it's not the
stretch of an imagine

that a non-violent drug
dealer gets off scot free,

is he really more of a
danger to society than a

non-violent burglar or
shop-lifter? Thursday,
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August 03, 2005 Doing
the News in Santa Cruz
Coming from the bay
area is a great relief.
From the over-priced

housing to the gloomy
weather, Santa Cruz is a
breath of fresh air. Not
to mention the small
town vibes. Its a good
change from the big

city, c6a93da74d
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